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A Robust and Ecient
SIP Authentication Scheme
A. Mohammadi-Nodooshan1; , Y. Darmani1 , R. Jalili2 ,
M. Nourani3 and M. Sayad Haghighi1
Abstract. The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), which is becoming the de facto standard for the
next-generation VoIP networks, is currently receiving much attention in many aspects. One aspect that
was not deeply addressed in the original SIP is its authentication procedure. Apart from its security, an
SIP authentication procedure should be ecient. This paper proposes a robust and ecient three-party
SIP authentication protocol. In this protocol, the end users are authenticated with the proxy server in their
domain using the registrar server. Compared to previous works, our proposed protocol is more ecient
and secure. To support our protocol with a formal security proof, its model is constructed using High-Level
Protocol Speci cation Language (HLPSL). The model is veri ed using the model checking tool, AVISPA,
and the result con rms that the protocol is quite safe.
Keywords: AVISPA; Formal validation; Proxy server; Registrar server; SIP authentication; Three party
authentication; User agent client; VoIP.

INTRODUCTION
In the next few years, cost saving, integration of voice
and data and the creation of new forms of services
will push the market toward a fast growth in VoIP
technology. As estimated in [1], the global number of
civilian VoIP users will reach 197.2 million at the end
of 2010, which is 40 times more than those in 2004.
As VoIP is a general term used for the transmission of
voices over an IP network, it rstly needs a protocol to
transmit a digitized voice in the form of packets over
an IP network. RTP [2] is the most commonly putto-work protocol for this purpose. VoIP also employs
a protocol to transmit the signaling information for
initiating, controlling and terminating sessions between
users. Currently, SIP [3] is the main protocol of choice
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to be addressed for this task. SIP and RTP have been
standardized by IETF.

Call Setup in SIP
SIP is an application layer protocol widely employed
for controlling two-party or multiparty VoIP sessions.
Among di erent entities de ned in SIP, we refer to the
following:

 User agent: which acts as the endpoint of a typical



session.
Proxy Server (PS): which forwards requests or responses in an SIP network.
Registrar Server (RS): which is where the user
agents register.

SIP is a request-response protocol. The User agent
Client (UC) initiates a request and the User agent
Server (US) responds to the request. Each session
in SIP is comprised of these requests and their corresponding responses. As depicted in Figure 1, in a
typical SIP session, at the rst step, UC initiates an
\INVITE" request and based on its con guration sends
the request to PS or directly to US. PS receives the
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number of successful calls per second in the SIP network and, also, makes the call setup time unacceptable
for end users. An SIP user authentication should not
also impose a high communication overhead on the
network, since VoIP uses packet-switched IP network as
its infrastructure, and any additional communication
overhead increases call setup times.

Prior Work

Figure 1. A simple call setup in SIP.
request and forwards it to US. US receives the request
and, if it is acceptable, generates a \200-OK" response,
which it sends back. PS forwards the received response
from US to UC and, then, UC dispatches an \ACK"
request to acknowledge the received response.

Authentication in SIP
In a direct session between UC and US, US has to authenticate UC before sending a response to its request.
Therefore, in this scenario, SIP needs a two-party
authentication protocol. By applying this protocol and
based on its SIP con guration UC can prove its identity
to US. However, in a proxy-based session, PS has to
authenticate UC, using the registration information
stored in RS [4].
Over the past century, PSTN has been the dominant telephone network because:
1. It provided high QoS for its users; this is mainly
because of the circuit-switched nature of its infrastructure.
2. It provided a good level of security since physical
access to the network was quite limited.
Therefore, to replace traditional telephone services,
VoIP solutions have to provide a comparable level of
performance and security. A pre-requirement in the
construction of seamless SIP networks is the designing
of secure authentication protocols. A weak authentication protocol may allow unauthorized access to the SIP
network, call hijacking, unauthorized call redirection
and SPIT, which makes the SIP services unusable. On
the other hand, an SIP authentication protocol should
be lightweight from computation cost aspects. This
is due to the fact that the processing power of the
SIP servers is bounded. Therefore, an authentication
protocol with a high computation overhead reduces the

A major problem with SIP security is lack of a strong
authentication mechanism. The main SIP authentication mechanism introduced in the SIP RFC is
based on the HTTP digest authentication [5]; although,
as noted in [6], it does not provide a high level of
security. In [7], using state-of-the art veri cation tool,
AVISPA [8], Abdelnur et al. formally veri ed the
authentication procedure in SIP and found that the
original SIP authentication can be abused to perform
call hijacking and toll fraud. Yang et al. [9] also
pointed out that the digest based authentication in
the original SIP RFC su ers from o -line password
guessing attacks and server spoo ng. Based on the
Die-Hellman (DH) concept, Yang et al. [9] also
proposed a new authentication scheme which although
resistant against the abovementioned attacks, imposes
a large overhead on protocol agents. To moderate
this overhead based on the technique employed in [9]
and by employing the Elliptic Curve Die-Hellman
(ECDH) hard problem, Durlanik and Sogukpinar [10]
and Wu [11] proposed their authentication and key
agreement schemes. To further reduce the authentication overhead of [10], Tsai [12] proposed a noncebased authentication scheme. In order to avoid the
need for PKI or pre-shared passwords, an ID-based
SIP authentication and key agreement protocol was
proposed by Ring et al. [13]. However, because of the
key escrow problem, their protocol could be applied
only in a single security domain [14]. To conquer this
de ciency, a new SIP authentication and key agreement
scheme was proposed in [14], which was based on
certi cateless public-key cryptography concepts. As
claimed by the authors, in all the above works, the
authentication process is mutual and resists password
guessing (dictionary) attacks. In other words, the
attackers cannot verify their guessing of user passwords
by any means. This is a mandatory requirement, as in
all the above schemes the password is freely chosen by
the user and usually these chosen passwords are of lowentropy. However, as recently mentioned by Yoon et
al. [15], the protocol presented in [12] is still vulnerable
to a password guessing attack.
As opposed to the abovementioned works, Srinivasan et al. [4] targeted the three-party SIP authentication scenario. Their protocol ful lls all the
requirements, and its computation overhead in the end
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to end communication between UC and US is only
10 milliseconds. As they discuss, this low overhead
causes the total call setup time to be well within the
acceptable limit recommended by ITU-T [4]. Their
scheme uses hash functions, symmetric, private key and
public key encryption operations.

G5 : RS authenticates UC.

Main Contribution

G8 : A secret key is established between RS and
PS (SKRP ), which is used for their further
con dentiality and authentication purposes.

Avoiding the huge computation burden of private key
operations, our paper (whose preliminary version was
presented in the CSICC-2008 conference) proposes a
more secure three-party SIP authentication scheme
by employing less private key operations. Also, for
prevention of DoS attacks, the proposed scheme moves
the unnecessary computation load on the SIP servers
to the SIP clients. To resist password guessing attacks,
the user's password is selected by the server in the
Srinivasan et al.'s scheme. As will be mentioned, this
method has a drawback, which we will resolve in our
scheme.
Except for [7,11,14], security in the other works
is veri ed informally. However, due to the large
complexity of the contemporary security protocols,
informal reasoning is not currently sucient for assuming a protocol to be secure. Therefore, to support
our proposed protocol with a formal proof, we model
the proposed protocol in the High Level Protocol
Speci cation Language (HLPSL) [16]. The model is
veri ed using the state-of-the art model checking tool,
AVISPA, and the result reports the protocol to be a
safe one. The results obtained from the veri cation
of a large library of IETF and non-IETF protocols
with AVISPA, nominates this tool as a state-of-the art
security veri cation tool [17]. These results show that
some attacks are detected by AVISPA that have never
been discovered by any previous tools [18].

Authentication Requirements in a Three Party
SIP Authentication Protocol
In this section, we mention the requirements, based
on which, a three-party SIP authentication scheme is
designed. Before running the protocol, just RS and UC
share a common secret and during the authentication
procedure these goals are satis ed:
G1 : PS authenticates UC.
G2 : If UC is authenticated by PS, PS (using its private key) issues a temporary certi cate for UC.
As will be discussed, this temporary certi cate
is required in future authentications between UC
and US.
G3 : UC authenticates PS.
G4 : PS authenticates RS.

G6 : UC authenticates RS.
G7 : A secret key is established between UC and
PS (SKUP ), which is used for their further
con dentiality and authentication purposes.

G9 : Passwords tables are not stored in RS or PS. This
is due to several disadvantages of maintaining
password tables (e.g. the risk of modifying the
table or impersonating a legal user by stealing
the user's password).
G10 : It is ecient and does not burden the call
setup times [4] (i.e. imposes a low computation
overhead on the protocol agents and a low communication overhead on the network).

This paper is organized as follows: The next section
reviews the scheme of Srinivasan et al. After that, our
authentication scheme is proposed. Then, the following
two sections analyze the eciency and security of the
proposed scheme and, nally, in the last section, the
conclusion is given.

REVIEW OF THE SCHEME OF
SRINIVASAN ET AL.
As our scheme is based on the scheme of Srinivasan
et al., this section summarizes their protocol. The
notations used throughout this paper are summarized
in Table 1.
In the scheme of Srinivasan et al., at the rst step,
UC registers in RS. During this phase, UC submits IUC
to RS, RS generates P WUC and r values, and sends
them to UC via a secure channel where:
P WUC = H [N jjIUC ];

(1)

r = H [N jjIRS ]  H [N jjIUC ]  IRS  IUC :

(2)

N is a large number, which is not easy to nd by an
exhaustive search mechanism. This number is kept
secret by RS. Relations 1 and 2 are executed in TH .
Consider that H [N jjIRS ] is precomputed in RS, and
the overhead of XOR and concatenation operations is
negligible.
The second phase is started when UC wants
to establish a connection with US and needs to be
authenticated to PS. This phase is completed in the
following four steps:
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Table 1. Notations.
UC
US
PS
RS
Ie
T Se
Ce
P WUC
(M )K
EK (M )
KRe
KUe
H [M ]
e1 ! e2 : V
e1 ) e2 : V
TH
TS
TP R
TP U
p >>> q

jj


The User Client
The User Server
The Proxy Server
The Registrar Server
Identi er of an entity `e'
Time stamp generated by an entity `e'
Certi cate of an entity `e'
Password of the user client
Message `M ' encrypted using a symmetric key `K '
Message `M ' encrypted using an asymmetric key `K '
Private key of an entity `e'
Public key of an entity `e'
Output digest of a hash function `H ' with `M ' as its input
Entity `e1' sends vector `V ' to entity `e2' via an insecure channel
Entity `e1' sends vector `V ' to entity `e2' via a secure channel
Average execution time of a hash function
Average execution time of a symmetric encryption or decryption operation
Average execution time of an operation that uses a KRe for encryption or decryption
(e.g. signing)
Average execution time of an operation that uses a KUe for encryption or decryption
(e.g. signature veri cation)
A strong inequality, in which p is not only greater, but much greater than q
Concatenation operation
Bitwise XOR operation

Step 1: UC ! PS : A

B =; n; (R0 )L ; T S UC ; Signature of P S;

A = n; (R0 )L ; IRS ; T S UC ;

(3)

n = r  P WUC ;

(4)

L = H [P WUC  T S UC ]:

(5)

R0 is a random number generated by UC.
Step 1 imposes a computation overhead of
TH + TS on UC.

Step 2: PS checks T SUC for its freshness, generates
a secret random number, , and does the
following:
PS ! RS : B

(6)

T S PS ; CPS ;

Signature of P S =EKRP S (H [; n; (R0 )L ;
T S UC ; CP S ]):

(7)

This step imposes an overhead of TP R + TH
on PS.
Step 3: Upon receiving vector B , RS checks whether
T SPS is within some elapsed time. Then, it
validates CPS and the Signature of PS. If these
validations are not successful, the processing is
terminated. Otherwise, RS nds IUC by:
IUC = IRS  n  H [N jjIRS ];
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and checks whether UC is legal to make a
call. If so, RS computes L = H [T S UC 
H [N jjIUC ]] and deciphers (R0 )L . Then, RS
ciphers EKUP S (H [IUC ]jjR0 ) and generates:
Signature of RS = EKRRS (H [; ;
EKUP S (H [IUC ]jjR0 )]);

(8)

where is a secret random number generated
by RS. Then:
RS ! PS : C
C = ; EKUP S (H [IUC ]jjR0 );

Signature of RS; TSRS ; CRS :

(9)

This step needs TP R + 3TP U + TS + 6TH of
processing time. To investigate this, assume
that we use the ITU-T recommendation X.509
with a CA hierarchy height of one level;
therefore, validating (the signature part of)
CPS is completed in only TH + TP U . Every
added level in the CA hierarchy will introduce
additional TH + TP U of processing time to the
overhead of the steps of checking a certi cate.
Note that deriving KUPS from CPS imposes
no computation overhead. Note also that
validating the Signature of PS takes TP U + TH
of processing time.
Step 4: Upon receiving vector C , PS checks whether
T SRS is within the allowed limit. It also
veri es the validity of CRS and the Signature
of RS. If they are valid, PS identi es that UC
is an authorized user and issues a temporary
certi cate (T CUC ) for UC. Using its private
key, PS then decrypts EKUPS (H [IUC jjR0 ) and
computes the session key:
SK = H [IUC ]  R0 :
(10)
Then, it sends the value of (T CUC )SK to UC.
Step 4 has the complexity of 2TP R + 2TP U +
TS +3TH . Note that Issuing T CUC takes TH +
TP R of processing time.
Now, UC computes SK and obtains
T CUC , which introduces a processing time of
TS (Consider that H [IUC ] is precomputed in
UC). SK is also used for the encryption of
future signaling between PS and UC.
During the call progress period, UC
authenticates itself to US, periodically, by
means of providing T CUC ; (Ri jjT CUC )SKi to
US where:
SKi = H (IUC )  Ri 1 ;
i = 1; 2;    ; n:

(11)

US veri es T CUC , then, computes SKi to
obtain (Ri jjT CUC ) and checks whether the
two T CUC s are the same. If so, UC is
authenticated and US saves Ri to be able
to compute SKi+1 . As US needs R0 to be
able to compute SK1 , a secure transmission
of R0 from UC or PS to US is needed so
that computing SK1 and the authentication
of UC to US, become possible. Encrypting
R0 , using the session key between US and PS
and sending the encrypted R0 to US is one
solution.

THE PROPOSED SCHEME
Assumptions
Requirement to a PKI

As in our (and the Srinivasan et al.'s) scheme private
key operations are employed, the servers need to
hold a certi cate from a valid CA. Therefore, as the
rst assumption in our scheme, a PKI is required.
However, as described in the \Prior Work" section,
some two-party SIP authentication schemes do not
need a PKI to be implemented. Compared to these
works, our scheme su ers from some of the PKIbased-schemes' drawbacks. First of all, PKI is not
widely implemented. Second, it is dicult to manage
the revocation mechanism [19]. The other drawback
is the heavy computation overhead of processing a
certi cate which entails public key operations. This,
especially, might become an issue in our scheme, where
PS and RS have to carry out this operation. However,
as mentioned earlier, we can assume that the CA
hierarchy level is one in a SIP network. This alleviates the heavy computation overhead on SIP servers
.

Trustworthiness of the Servers

In both of the schemes (the Srinivasan et al.'s and
ours), we should assume that RS and PS are both
trusted. RS should be trusted as US registers in with
its private information. PS also have to be trusted, as
it forwards UC's requests.
Our proposed scheme is comprised of three protocols, namely registration, login and authentication.

The Registration Protocol (RP)
In this protocol, the following steps are performed:
RP1) UC ) RS : IDUC .
RP2) RS ) UC : P WUC ; CRS .
P WUC is computed in the same way as in Relation 1.
UC has to obtain CRS in any arbitrary way (e.g. receiving it from RS or getting it from a public directory).
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P WUC is the shared secret between UC and RS. This
will be used by UC to authenticate itself to RS in the
next steps. In this way of computing P WUC , there is
no need to maintain a password table at the RS side,
since P WUC can be derived from IUC . Note that RS
uses a single secret, N , for computing the whole set of
passwords. Employing this method causes our protocol
to satisfy G9 .

The Authentication Protocol (AP)

The Login Protocol (LP)

AP1) PS veri es the freshness of T SUC . This is to
check that A0 is not a replayed vector.
AP2) PS validates CRS and gets KURS out of CRS .
Note that version 3 of the X.509 speci cation
is used in our scheme, and the certi cate issuer utilizes the \Subject" and \Extensions"
elements of the certi cate to declare the roles
which the holder of the certi cate can act out
in a SIP network; therefore, PS validates CRS to
check whether this certi cate belongs to a valid
registrar server or not.
AP3) PS generates a random number, SKRP , which
will become the shared secret between RS and
PS. Then, it encrypts TSUC , concatenated with
SKRP , using the public key of RS, and com-

This protocol has only one step:
LP1) UC ! PS : A0
A0 = IUC ; authT oken; TSUC ; CRS ;

(12)

authT oken = H [TSUC jjP WUC ]:

(13)

UC generates the time stamp, TSUC . Then,
by employing its shared secret with the RS
(P WUC ), it generates a one-time token to authenticate itself to RS. This step partly satises G5 .

AP authenticates UC and sets a session key between
UC and PS (SKUP ) along with a session key between
RS and PS (SKRP ). LP and AP are summarized in
Figure 2. AP is completed in the following four phases:

AP-Phase 1

Upon receiving A0 , PS goes through the following steps:

Figure 2. The Login Protocol (LP) and Authentication Protocol (AP).
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putes the value:
encSKRP = EKURS (TSUC jjSKRP ):

(14)

This value will be transmitted to RS in AP5. In
this step, G8 is partly satis ed.
AP4) PS computes:
SKUP = H [SKRP jjTSUC ];

(15)

and saves both SKUP and SKRP for the current
session. Upon successful authentication of UC,
SKUP will become the shared secret between
UC and PS. In this step, G7 is partly achieved.
AP5) PS ! RS : B 0
B 0 = IUC ; authT oken; encSKRP :
(16)

authToken is sent to RS to authenticate the UC
request. Upon a successful authentication, RS
uses encSKRP to compute SKRP and SKUP .

AP-Phase 2

Upon receiving B 0 , RS performs the following steps:
AP6) RS decrypts encSKRP . T SUC is extracted
rst to make possible the computation of the
value of authToken and its comparison with the
received one.
AP7) RS checks whether no more than t has passed
from TSUC to maintain the freshness of the
message (T SRS T SUC < t). One of the
goals behind this step is to prevent an attacker
from replaying B 0 .
AP8) RS checks if H [TSUC jjH [N jjIUC ]] =
authT oken. If it holds, RS authenticates UC
and G5 is completely satis ed. If UC is legal
to make a call, the protocol goes one step
forward.
AP9) RS computes SKUP the same way as in
Equation 15 and saves SKRP for the current
session. Therefore, the common secret between
RS and PS is established in this step and G8
is achieved. SKUP is computed to be sent to
UC by RS.
AP10) RS masks SKUP with a \one-time common
secret between RS and UC" to compute
maskedSKUP as:
maskedSKUP = SKUP  H [P WUC jjTSUC ]:
(17)

The idea behind this step is to send SKUP
to UC in a secure, authenticated and ecient
manner. The only agent which currently has a
shared secret with UC is RS. H [P WUC jjTSUC ]

is a one-time common secret between RS and
UC and is used to mask SKUP . Therefore,
the secrecy of SKUP is preserved as only RS
and UC are able to unmask maskedSKUP .
Therefore, this step partly satis es G7 . After
unmasking this value in AP17, and if SKUP
is authenticated in AP19, RS also becomes
authenticated to UC and, therefore, G6 becomes achieved. The masking procedure is also
ecient as it only has a computation overhead
of TH .
AP11) RS computes:
RSMac = H [maskedSKUP jjSKRP ]:

(18)

For the purposes of eciency, RSMac is a
three-purpose value. First, it authenticates RS
to PS. This is due to the fact that only RS can
decrypt encSKRP and extract SKRP . Second,
this is a MAC on the value of maskedSKUP as,
at this point, the value of SKRP is a common
secret between PS and RS. Third, by sending
this MAC on the value of maskedSKUP , RS
informs PS that the UC's request is authenticated. Therefore, this step helps to partly
satisfy G1 and G4 .
AP12) RS ! PS : C 0
C 0 = maskedSKUP ; RSMac:

(19)

AP-Phase 3

Upon receiving C 0 , PS performs the following steps:
AP13) Using the saved value of SKRP , PS veri es
H [maskedSKUP jjSKRP ] = RSMac equality.
Based on the discussion in AP11, if this verication is successful, PS authenticates RS and
admits to the authenticity of the UC request.
Therefore, at this step, G1 and G4 are both
satis ed.
AP14) As, at the previous step, UC has been authenticated, PS issues a temporary certi cate for
UC using its private key. Therefore, in this
step, G2 is partly achieved.
AP15) PS computes (T CUC )SKUP . The main goal
of this step is to send a formatted plain
text (T CUC ) to UC in an encrypted manner.
Employing this method, UC can authenticate
SKUP . Authentication of this value ensures
UC that there is no MITM between UC and
PS.
AP16) PS ! UC : D0
D0 = maskedSKUP ; (T CUC )SKUP ; CP S : (20)
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AP-Phase 4

Upon receiving D0 , UC performs the following steps:
AP17) UC calculates H [P WUC jjT SUC ] to unmask
SKUP as:
SKUP = maskedSKUP  H [P WUC jjTSUC ];

therefore, in this step, G7 is achieved.
AP18) Using SKUP , UC decrypts (T CUC )SKUP . At
this point, G2 is satis ed.
AP19) UC validates CPS and checks whether it is
a valid proxy server certi cate. Then, UC
extracts KUPS out of CPS . Using KUPS , PS
validates the signed part of T CUC and, if it is
valid, PS and RS both become authenticated
for UC. If the signature is valid, UC saves
T CUC and SKUP for the current session. Otherwise, UC nds out that PS is a bogus proxy
server and will terminate any transaction with
this proxy server. At this point, G3 and G6
goals are achieved.
Through the steps of the protocol, UC and PS
have mutually authenticated each other. RS was also
authenticated by PS. SKUP has been shared between
UC and PS, and SKRP has been shared between RS
and PS. Note that SKUP can be employed for future
con dentiality and (mutual) authentication purposes
between PS and UC. Similarly, SKRP can be used
for future con dentiality purposes between RS and
PS. However, as the authentication between RS and
PS has been unidirectional, SKRP can only be used
for authentication of RS for PS. For example, in the
con dentiality case, SKRP can be employed in a lowoverhead symmetric encryption of (T SUC jjSKRP ) in
step AP3 of another UC authentication. If SKRP is
not used for this purpose, the only replacement would
be using a heavy asymmetric encryption. However, as
mentioned before, SKRP cannot be used for authentication of PS for RS. This is due to the fact that, while
sharing SKRP between RS and PS, RS is authenticated
by PS, but PS is not authenticated by RS (it is not,
in fact, a requirement for the protocol). Therefore,
for example, SKRP cannot be used in the encryption

of Call Detail Records (CDR) generated at PS and in
sending them to RS for logging purposes. This is due to
the necessity that the generator of the CDRs should be
authenticated by RS, and that SKRP does not convey
any information regarding this authenticity.
Table 2 summarizes the steps at which each of the
goals is achieved.
During a VoIP conversation, the voices of the end
users act as an authentication factor between them.
However, if a stricter authentication is required, the
procedure used in the scheme of Srinivasan et al., for
authenticating the end users to each other, can also
be utilized in our scheme. As noted in the \Review of
the Srinivasan et al.'s Scheme" section, before running
this procedure, the value of R0 (which is then -during
running this procedure- shared between UC and US)
should be shared between UC and PS. Therefore, in
our scheme, PS and UC will compute the value of
H [SKUP jjT SUC ] and use it as R0 . Since both SKRP
and SKUP are random values, R0 will be random
too. R0 is also a common secret between PS and
UC. Sharing R0 between UC and PS introduces one
additional hash operation in both UC and PS. After
sharing R0 , PS will send R0 to US in a secure manner.
Now, UC and US both have R0 , and may use it for
authentication purposes.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Performance Comparison
As our proposed scheme is based on the work of Srinivasan et al., this section reviews the computation and
communication performance of the authors' scheme in
comparison with the Srinivasan et al.'s.
In the registration phase, both schemes introduce
the same computation overhead of TH . Table 3
summarizes the computation overhead of some of the
steps of LP and AP in our scheme.
Based on Table 3, Table 4 compares \the computation overhead of LP and AP on each of the SIP
entities" in ours and in the Srinivasan et al.'s scheme.
Note that for typical encryption algorithms: TP R >
TP U >>> TS > TH [20]. Consider, also, that the
two additional hash operations required for computing

Table 2. Steps at which each security goal is achieved.
Security Goal G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
G6
G7
G8
G9
Step
AP13 AP18 AP19 AP13 AP8 AP19 AP17 AP9 RP2
Table 3. Computation overhead of some steps of the proposed scheme.
Step
AP2
AP8 AP11 AP13
AP14
AP19
Overhead TP U + TH 2TH TH
TH
TP R + TH 2TP U + 2TH
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Table 4. Comparison of the computation overhead on each of the SIP entities.
Scheme
UC
PS
RS
Srinivasan et al.'s
2TS + TH
3TP R + 2TP U + TS + 4TH TP R + 3TP U + TS + 6TH
Author's
2TP U + TS + 4TH TP R + 2TP U + TS + 4TH
TP R + 5TH
the value of R0 in PS and UC in our scheme are also
considered in Table 4.
From Table 4, it can be easily recognized that our
scheme employs less private-key encryption/decryption
operations. This causes the proposed scheme to entail
a low computation overhead. The process of authentication between UC and US is the same in both schemes
and introduces the same overhead.
Introducing a low communication overhead (total
number of bits transmitted) to the VoIP network is
one of the other main criteria of any protocol utilized
in VoIP environments. It can simply be veri ed that
by utilizing the same encryption functions, the total
trac overload in the VoIP network (introduced for
exchanging all vectors A0 , B 0 , C 0 and D0 ) in our scheme
is less than that of the Srinivasan et al.'s scheme. It
should also be noted that both schemes have a minimal
number of passes (the number of messages exchanged
in a run of the protocol).

Experimental Results
We have implemented each of the protocol agents
as a JAVA class. We used the JCA and JCE [21]
framework classes for the required cryptographic functions. As these frameworks need an algorithm implementation provider, we employed the Bouncy Castle
library [22] as the provider for the frameworks. The
algorithms for our public-key, hash and symmetrickey operations were RSA-1024, SHA1 and AES-128,
respectively.
Our test-bed was setup in the local area network
of Macquarie University. UC, PS and RS were run
on three computers, each with a 3GHz CPU and 2GB
of RAM. We used the TCP sockets to communicate
between these agents. We ran the protocol in a
single-threaded mode 20 times and the benchmarks
showed 2.1 seconds of computation and communication
delay for the whole authentication procedure. We
implemented the vectors in four Java classes and used
ObjectInputStream and ObjectOutPutStream classes
to exchange them. By using such a method, our results
showed that a communication overhead of 690 bytes
was imposed on the network in our test-bed. It should
be noted that the majority of this overhead (72.3%)
was imposed on the link between UC and PS and the
remaining part was imposed on the link between the
servers.

SECURITY ANALYSIS
Formal Security Veri cation
Designing contemporary security protocols is error
prone, and nding their vulnerabilities in an informal
manner is too dicult for the human mind. To verify
our protocol formally, at the initial step, we modeled it
in the HLPSL language. HLPSL is a role-based formal
protocol speci cation language. Therefore, to model
the protocol, initially, the three roles of the protocol
(UC, PS and RS) were modeled. To accomplish this
task, the initial knowledge of the agents and their
corresponding state machines were modeled. After
modeling the roles of the protocol, at a higher level, a
typical session between the roles was modeled and, at
the highest level, an environment role was de ned. In
this environment role, the attacker's knowledge as well
as two concurrent sessions was de ned. One of these
two is a typical session among US, PS and RS, and the
other is a session among the attacker, PS and RS, in
which the attacker plays the role of UC. As mentioned
before, PS and RS are assumed to be trustworthy in a
SIP network.
After modeling the protocol in HLPSL, the model
was fed to the HLPSL2IF tool of AVISPA, which
generated an Intermediate Format (IF) model of the
protocol. Then, cl-AtSe back-end of the AVISPA tool
was employed to analyze the IF model as this tool
supports all operations utilized in our protocol. The
nal output of the AVISPA tool reported our protocol
as being safe, satisfying G1 G9 . Consider also that
G10 is an eciency goal which was reviewed in the
\Performance Analysis" section.

Security Discussions
This section discusses six security points of the proposed scheme, denoted as P1 to P6, described below.
P1) In the registration protocol of our scheme, RS
does not issue the ID masking number, r, for
UC. Instead, UC sends its identity (IUC ) to PS in
plaintext during the login protocol execution. In
the scheme of Srinivasan et al., the r value is used
to compute n. To avoid sending IUC in clear text,
value n is sent to PS. We argue that it is easy
for an eavesdropper to derive IUC from n. To
perform this, the eavesdropper \Eve" registers
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with RS and gets its own rEve and P WEve . Then,
Eve simply does the following computation:
IUC = n  rEve  IEve  P WEve :

P2)

P3)

P4)

P5)

P6)

(21)

Therefore, sending n is as secure as sending IUC
in plaintext, and using r and n only imposes some
extra overhead on the authentication scheme.
The attendance of TSUC and the random number
SKRP in computation of most of the terms in the
authentication scheme makes forgery or replay
attacks practically infeasible.
Disclosing any of the previous session keys does
not a ect the security of the new ones. It is
also worth mentioning that having the value of
SKUP , UC cannot nd SKRP .
Knowing the value of R0 , US cannot nd SKUP .
In the scheme of Srinivasan et al., since US has
access to IUC and R0 , it can compute the session
key between UC and PS (SK ). Having SK ,
US is able to perform further attacks on the
communication line between UC and PS.
Both in our and in the Srinivasan et al.'s protocol, the UC's password is computed as P WUC =
H [N jjIUC ]. Therefore, the password is not freely
chosen by the user and both schemes are resistant
to dictionary attacks. However, this method of
computing P WUC has a drawback too. The user
has to memorize a not-memorable password. To
overcome this drawback based on the concepts
presented in [23], we propose that users save their
passwords on their SIP smart cards. However, if
the attacker steals the smart card, user identity
becomes revealed and the stealer can masquerade
the user. To resolve this issue, the user saves
0 = P WUC  P W 0 on their
the value of P WUC
smart-card where P W 0 is a memorable password
chosen by the user. While logging in, the user
feeds their SIP phone with the value of P W 0 ,
the SIP phone computes the value of P WUC as
0  P W 0 and uses this value in
P WUC = P WUC
a regular authentication procedure. This way, if
the attacker steals the smart card, he/she cannot
nd the value of P WUC .
AP7 is designed to prevent an attacker from
replaying a valid B 0 vector and from imposing
an extra overhead on RS for the processing of
this replayed message. However, as a practical
implementation issue, we found that in some
cases AP7 has to tolerate some more delay (t0 )
to receive B 0 , because t is a ected not only
by the network transmission delay, but also by
the delay caused by the current computation
overhead on the legitimate PS of the domain,
which is not exactly predictable. In these cases,

an attacker having high computational power can
exploit the tolerance gap to pass AP7, but as
illustrated (in the formal security veri cation of
the protocol), is not able to breach the security
of the protocol. However, replay of B 0 imposes
some overhead on RS, and AP7 is designed to
narrow the time window in which the attacker
can replay B 0 .

Evaluation of DoS

As mentioned in [6], SIP is especially prone to DoS
attacks, which can be undertaken in several ways
including processor overloading. One way to perform
this attack is to ood an SIP server with forged
messages. According to the SIP RFC [3], without
applying a strong authentication protocol in an SIP
based VoIP infrastructure, an attacker is able to place
spam calls or send manipulated or replayed requests to
cause a DoS attack. However, a strong authentication
mechanism may itself cause a new form of DoS attack
in which the attacker sends numerous bogus messages
to the server and depletes those resources allocated
for veri cation of the authenticity of requesters. In
this aw, the attackers may consume a small portion
of their system resources to generate bogus messages,
while a large overhead is imposed on the SIP servers.
Therefore, there is a sophistry here to make a protocol
resistant against DoS attacks. We acknowledge that
our protocol is prone to DoS attacks and, like other
SIP authentication protocols, is not accompanied by a
formal DoS-resistant proof. However, in this section we
compare our protocol's resistance against DoS attacks
with that of the Srinivasan et al.'s work (as it is the
only work which has addressed the three-party SIP
authentication scenario). To perform this comparison,
we take advantage of the concepts presented in [24].
In her work, Meadows proposed a systematic
method of proving DoS resistance for a security protocol [24]. However, we adopt the concepts of this
paper to make possible a di erential DoS-resistance
comparison of the two protocols. To investigate the
security of a protocol, Meadows compares the cost of
the attacker and the cost of the agents of the protocol
under attack condition using the \cost sets" concept.
To accomplish this, it is required to compute the cost
of each event and the chain of actions performed by the
attacker on the agents and the attacker itself. Then,
based on a tolerance relation de ned in [24], a protocol
is called DoS-resistant if the nal cost of the attacker
for performing DoS is large enough compared to the
cost of the agents under attack.
On the other hand, to perform an e ective DoS
attack among many actions and forged messages,
attackers choose the one which imposes the most
overhead on the server and the least overhead on
the machines under their control. This message is
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mainly based on the valid messages sent to the SIP
server. Therefore, to the end of this section we compare
the overhead imposed on the SIP entities to detect
forged messages in the worst cases in ours and in the
Srinivasan et al.'s scheme. To accomplish this, we rst
enumerate the main attack scenarios that the proposed
scheme encounters to show their cost on the protocol
agents. During this enumeration we also show how the
proposed scheme resists the attacks. The details of the
scenarios are as follows:
Sce1- This scenario is completed in the following
steps:
 Mal eavesdrops a valid A0 .
 Mal gets KURS out of CRS .
 Mal performs AP3-AP5.
 RS performs AP6-AP12.
 Mal receives C 0 .
 Mal intends to impersonate PS. Therefore,
she needs to perform AP14-AP16 to pass
AP19, but she cannot, because she has no
valid PS certi cate or the corresponding
private key of a valid PS certi cate to issue
and sign a valid T CUC for UC. Mal also
cannot exploit a valid T CUC used in a
previous session between UC and PS by
eavesdropping D0 , because T CUC is securely
embedded in D0 . Therefore, to continue the
attack, Mal transmits an invalid D0 to UC.
 If UC has not received the valid D0 of the
current session yet, it accepts the invalid D0
and performs AP17 and AP18.
 AP19 detects the forgery.
The fourth step of this scenario imposes some
overhead on RS. The last two steps also impose
some overhead on UC.
Sce2- This scenario is completed in the following
steps:
 Mal eavesdrops a valid A0 .
 Mal eavesdrops the valid B 0 which corresponds to the eavesdropped A0 and is sent
from PS to RS.
 Mal eavesdrops the corresponding C 0 sent
from RS to PS.
 As Mal cannot compute SKUP and, based
on the discussion in the sixth step of the
previous scenario, she cannot perform AP14AP16, hence, to continue the attack, Mal
transmits an invalid D0 to UC.
The two last steps of the previous scenario are
performed.
Sce3- This scenario is completed in the following
steps:
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 Mal eavesdrops a valid A0 .
 Mal eavesdrops the valid B 0 which corre-

Sce4-

Sce5-

Sce6-

Sce7-

sponds to the eavesdropped A0 .
 Mal changes the value of authToken in the
eavesdropped B 0 .
 Mal sends the forged B 0 (with the changed
value of authToken) to RS.
 RS performs AP6-AP7.
 AP8 discovers the forgery.
This scenario is completed in the following
steps:
 Mal eavesdrops a valid A0 .
 Mal changes the value of authToken in the
eavesdropped A0 . She also updates the value
of TSUC to pass AP1.
 Mal sends the forged A0 to PS.
 PS performs AP1-AP5.
The two last steps of the previous scenario are
performed.
This scenario is completed in the following
steps:
 Mal eavesdrops a valid A0 .
 Mal eavesdrops the valid B 0 , which corresponds to the eavesdropped A0 .
 Mal changes the value of encSKRP in the
eavesdropped B 0 .
 Mal sends the forged B 0 (with the changed
value of encSKRP ) to RS.
 RS performs AP6-AP12.
 Legal PS of the domain receives C 0 .
 AP13 detects the forgery.
This scenario is completed in the following
steps:
 Mal eavesdrops a valid A0 .
 Mal eavesdrops the valid B 0 that corresponds to the eavesdropped A0 and is sent
from PS to RS.
 Mal eavesdrops the corresponding C 0 .
 Mal changes the value of maskedSKUP or
RSMac in the eavesdropped C 0 .
 Mal sends the forged C 0 to PS.
 AP13 detects the forgery.
This scenario is completed in the following
steps:
 Mal eavesdrops a valid A0 .
 Mal eavesdrops the valid B 0 that corresponds to the eavesdropped A0 and is sent
from PS to RS.
 Mal eavesdrops the corresponding C 0 .
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Table 5. The extra overhead imposed on the SIP entities in each of the mentioned attack scenarios.
Scenario
Forged
Overhead
Vectors
UC
PS
RS
Sce 1
Sce 2
Sce 3
Sce 4
Sce 5
Sce 6
Sce 7






B 0 ; D0
D0
B0
A0
B0
C0
D0

2TP U + TS + 3TH
2TP U + TS + 3TH
2TP U + TS + 3TH

Mal eavesdrops the corresponding D0 .
Mal changes some values in D0 .
Mal sends the forged D0 to UC.
The last two steps of Sce1 are performed.

Note that in Sce1, Sce3 and Sce5 we assume that
the attacker can exploit the tolerance in AP7 and pass
this step, but as demonstrated, all the mentioned forgeries are detected by the proposed scheme. However,
each attack scenario imposes some extra overhead on
the SIP entities to be discovered. Table 5 lists these
overheads.
From Table 5, Sce1 and Sce4 impose the largest
overheads on the SIP entities. The attacker selects
Sce4 because the total overhead imposed on the SIP
servers in Sce4 is more than in Sce1. At least 8 other
attack scenarios, all similar to the mentioned scenarios,
can be enumerated. It can simply be veri ed that
the proposed scheme detects them with equal or less
overhead than the mentioned scenarios.
In the scheme of Srinivasan et al., an eavesdropper
may dispatch an eavesdropped valid vector A with
an updated value of TSUC to PS. This will not be
detected before the reception of D by UC and imposes
an overhead of 4TP R + 5TP U + 2TS + 10TH on PS
and RS. This is due to the fact that UC is not
really authenticated to RS at step 3 in their scheme,
hence, this forgery cannot be detected by RS. Note
that in the scheme of Srinivasan et al., TSUC and the
common secret between RS and UC (P WUC ) are used
to compute L, R0 and SK , not to authenticate UC to
RS.
Based on Table 5, in the worst cases, in our
scheme, overheads of TP R + 2TP U + 4TH or TP R +
2TP U + TS + 8TH are imposed on PS, RS and UC
to detect forged messages. It should also be noted
that to perform the mentioned DoS in the scheme of
Srinivasan et al., the attacker's cost is to change one
transmitted value. This cost in our scheme is changing
two transmitted values.

2TP U + 2TH
TH
TH
-

TP R + 5TH
TP R + 2TH
TP R + 2TH
TP R + 5TH
-

CONCLUSION
We demonstrated the demand for a robust and
lightweight authentication scheme in SIP networks and
outlined the requirements of such an authentication
scheme in three-party settings. We also reviewed the
scheme of Srinivasan et al., which is the only work
that targets all these requirements with an end-to-end
overhead within the IETF standard.
Based on the work of Srinivasan et al., we proposed an SIP authentication scheme that complies with
all the security goals of a three-party SIP authentication protocol. From a security point of view, this
compliance was veri ed formally using state-of-the art
veri cation tool, AVISPA. It was also discussed how
our work enhances the security of the Srinivasan et al.'s
method and is more resistant to DoS attacks. From an
eciency point of view, it was analytically illustrated
that, compared to the work of Srinivasan et al., our
protocol is more ecient in terms of communication
and computation costs and reduction in the workload
of SIP servers.
To measure the performance of the protocol, the
protocol was implemented in JAVA; the experimental
results within the setup test-bed demonstrated a total
delay of 2.1 seconds and a total communication overhead of 690 bytes. This low overhead makes our scheme
a good candidate for use as the SIP authentication
protocol in VoIP networks.
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